
The mastoid has been suggested to function as a middle ear gas source, pressure 
buffer or rate buffer.  To discriminate among these possibilities, a basic knowl-
edge of mathematics and physiology is required.  From experiments, the health 
of the middle ear requires that its pressure be maintained at greater than ambient  
pressure minus 200 decaPascals which is approximately 400 decaPascals greater 
than the sum of O2, CO2, N2 and H2O in blood.  Thus, there is an overall ten-
dency for middle ear pressure to decrease by gas transfer across its mucosa to less 
than the pressures that cause pathology.  This pathology is usually avoided by 
gas introduced into the middle ear during Eustachian tube opening.  There is not  
convincing evidence that gas is produced by the middle ear or mastoid mucosa.  
Using the general gas law, we can write an equation for middle ear pressure (Pme) 
that depends on its Volume (Vme), Temperature (Tme), number of molecules of 
contained gas (Nme) and a constant (R) or

Pme=RNmeTme/Vme.

Now, we can analyze this equation for two independent effects on middle ear pres-
sure, changing the middle ear volume and changing the number of gas molecules.
Because the middle ear mucosa is lined by bone for most of its surface area, middle 
ear volume is relatively fixed.  However, periodic changes in mucosal thickness 
and movements of the tympanic membrane can cause minor changes in middle  
ear volume. If we rewrite the equation for the tympanum and mastoid volume  
separately, we have

Pme=RNmeTme/(Vtym+Vmas).

Now, recognizing that tympanum volume in the population is relatively constant 
but that mastoid volume is highly variable, changing the total middle ear volume 
(Vtym+Vmas) by movements of the tympanic membrane will have a greater 
effect on middle ear pressure for ears with lesser mastoid volumes.  For these 
types of changes, the mastoid acts as a pressure buffer.
However, this is not the driving factor that causes middle ear pathology.  There, 
the number of molecules of gas is decreased while total middle ear volume is kept 
relatively constant.  To describe this process, the equation can be rewritten as

Pme=RTme(Ntym/Vtym+Nmas/Vmas).

This shows that middle ear pressure will decrease when molecules of gas are 
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removed from either the mastoid or tympanum compartment.  The rate of 
change in middle ear pressure which is designated as (dPme/dt) is directly  
related to the rate of change in the gas molecules in the mastoid and tympanum,

dPme/dt=RTme(dNtym/Vtym+dNmas/Vmas)/dt.

Under those conditions, the mastoid will behave as a rate buffer if (dNmas/
Vmas)dt is less than (dNtym/Vtym)dt which has not been demonstrated for the 
human middle ear.  Because the change in molecules of gas is related to blood 
flow (Qb) through the total surface area available for exchange (A), our basic 
equation can be rewritten as

dPme/dt=RTme(QtymAtym/Vtym+QmasAmas/Vmas)/dt.

Now mastoid volume will be a rate buffer for middle ear pressure if the ratio of 
(QtymAtym/Vtym)/(QmasAmas/Vmas) is greater than 1.  Because the mastoid 
has a much more complex geometry than the tympanum, it can be demonstrated 
that Amas/Vmas is much greater than Atym/Vtym and therefore mastoid volume 
will only act as a rate buffer if Qmas is much, much less than Qtym.  This is an 
unanswered question, but an important one to surgeons who must choose how best 
to reconstruct a diseased mastoid.   
In summary, there is no evidence that the mastoid mucosa produces gas, the  
volume of the mastoid dampens changes in middle ear pressure cause by changes 
in middle ear volume and the mastoid volume will behave as a rate buffer for  
middle ear pressure change under certain conditions that have not been  
conclusively demonstrated for the human middle ear.
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